
Suitable for use with two appliances up to a total  
of 800w.

•  Set the IWS Dripper Feed Duration Controller before 
connecting to an electricity supply

•  Turn the dial to the desired feed duration

•  Set the segmental timer. Turn the hands on the clock  
face to the correct time

•  To set the times at which you want the plant to be fed 
push the tabs around the clock face out. The segments in 
between your feed times must be pushed in towards the 
clock face to ensure each feed cycle triggers correctly

•  Position the switch within the timer face to the central 
position to initiate the segmental timer

•  Connect the controller to an electricity supply. The LED 
indicates whether you are in ‘seconds’ or ‘minutes’ mode. 
To switch between modes push the dial

•  To test that the segmental timer will operate, turn the 
central switch to the I position.

•  To stop the pump mid-feed turn the dial to  
‘Cancel Feed’ 

•  If a feed is cancelled it will skip that feed completely and 
feed again at the next scheduled time. If you want to restart 
the cancelled feed move the switch on the segmental timer 
to the override position ‘1’ (top position) and then back to 
the middle position again

•  After cancelling a feed remember to reset the feed duration 
on the controller otherwise no further feeds will occur

The switch within the segmental timer dial has three 
settings:

•  I (top position) - overrides the timer, switches the power to 
the connected equipment permanently on

•  0 (lowest position) overrides the timer, switches the power 
to the connected equipment permanently off

•  Middle position follows the set time programme  

IWS Dripper Feed Duration Controller instructions

The IWS Feed Duration Controller is manufactured by NutricultureDGS a trading name of DGS. Unit 1, Shawfield Road, Carlton Industrial Estate, Barnsley, South Yorkshire, S71 3HS

1.  Dial - turns to desired feed 
duration and push dial 
inwards to switch from mins 
to secs

2.  Min/Sec LED - Illuminates to 
indicate which mode it is in

3.  Feed pump LED - lights when 
feed is active

4.  Power LED - lights when  
the power supply is on

5.  Plug for mains supply

6.  ‘0’ (lowest position) overrides 
the timer, switching the power  
to the equipment off

7.  ‘ ’ switch (middle position) 
follows set time programme

8.  ‘ ’ switch (top position) 
overrides the timer switching 
equipment permanently on

9.  Plug sockets with protective 
dust covers

SAFETY WARNING
The mains plug must be kept accessible at all times.
The units, including their sockets must be placed where  
they are not subject to any splashing of water. www.nutsystems.co.uk


